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Abstract
Background The non-inferiority (NI) hypothesis is not usually considered in the early phases of clinical development.
A proof-of-concept phase II study that allows for the analysis of NI, if superiority criteria cannot be met, may balance
between multiple endpoints and additional parameters, which will result in more informed decisions in regard to the
therapeutics’ potential value. Methods A total of 12,768 two-stage Simon’s design trials were constructed based on
different assumptions of rejection response probability, minimum desired response probability, type I and II errors,
and NI margins. P-value and type II error were calculated with stochastic ordering using Uniformly Minimum
Variance Unbiased Estimator. Type I and II errors were simulated using the Monte Carlo method. Agreement between
calculated and simulated values was analyzed with Bland-Altman plots. Results The level of agreement was
equivalent between calculated and simulated values in two-stage superiority designs and ones in which switching to
NI was allowed. Conclusion Switching to NI analysis, when superiority criteria are not achieved, may be useful for
weighing additional factors such as clinical bene�t duration, safety, cost, or biomarker strategy while assessing
activity and early e�cacy rate. Implementation of this strategy can be achieved through simple adaptations to
existing designs for one-arm phase II clinical trials.

Background
A single-arm phase II trial is the proof-of-concept stage in drug development, and focuses on the evaluation of new
therapeutic hypothesis1 and strategies2 in a clinical setting. Phase II studies in oncology are often multistage trials.
Two-stage designs are becoming increasingly more common, allowing for early trial termination in cases with low
response rates (RRs) towards avoiding wasting time resources on ineffective treatments.3 These trials aim to
determine whether the new regimen is superior to a pre-speci�ed RR (often 5%)4 or experience with the standard of
care, whereas the alternative hypothesis is that RR is somewhat higher, say 20%.4

Nevertheless, the non-inferiority (NI) question might also be relevant in the phase II setting.5 A typical scenario is one
in which an experimental treatment is potentially less toxic, less costly, easier to administer or with longer duration of
bene�t than a conventional treatment, but these do not represent a reduction of e�cacy or in percentage of patient
with clinical bene�t. 6

In accordance with the European Medicines Agency guidelines,7 in any superiority trial where NI may be an
acceptable outcome, it is prudent to specify a NI margin in the protocol to avoid serious di�culties that can arise
from later designation. Speci�cation of a margin after viewing the results can produce an increase in the alpha error
rate.8 In 2016, the Food and Drug Administration published guidelines to establish effectiveness in NI trials. The
statistical issues associated with NI studies, and procedures used to determine the NIM, have been extensively
described.6

Among all available multistage designs, the most popular is a two-stage design with a futility stopping point based
on Simon’s minimax or optimal criterion.9 The simplicity of Simon’s design may account for its popularity. However,
the inference procedures used in two-stage designs are often not corrected to account for these designs’ adaptive
nature.10 For point estimation, previous authors have developed a method to calculate the Uniformly Minimum
Variance Unbiased Estimator (UMVUE) for Simon’s designs and to achieve optimal results.11 What is more, p-values
and type II errors can be calculated with stochastic ordering of the UMVUE.9,12 These methods can be used when the
realized sample size at the stopping stage is different from that speci�ed in the initial design, and this property
makes them very useful for designing and analyzing two-stage phase II trials.9
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The aim of the present study is to assess the validity of the UMVUE-based calculation method is planning two-stage
Simon’s design phase II trials, where switching to NI is allowed if the superiority criteria cannot be met.

Methods

NI analysis
In a NI analysis, the goal of the study is to show that the effect of the test drug (p) is not inferior to the effect of the
active control (p0) by a speci�ed amount, called NIM. The null and alternative hypotheses should be de�ned as

follows:6

H0: p0—p ≥ NIM (p is inferior to the control (p0) by NIM or more); (1)

Ha: p0—p < NIM (p is inferior to the control (p0) by less than NIM). (2)

A challenging point in NI analysis is to distinguish an effective treatment from a less effective or ineffective
treatment. The presence of assay sensitivity in a NI trial should be stated from: i) historical evidence of sensitivity to
drug effects based on well controlled trials and a robust statistical and clinical judgment (e.g. A treatment cannot be
used as a control arm if the superiority against placebo was inconclusive in historical studies); and ii) appropriate
conduct of the trial that adheres closely to the design of the trials used to determine that historical evidence of
sensitivity to drug effects exists.13 The margin chosen for a NI trial should be de�ned prior to study initiation, taking
into these historical evidences. Although the NI margin used in a trial can be no larger than the entire assumed effect
of the active control against placebo (M1), it is generally desirable to choose a lower margin (M2) that re�ects the
largest loss of effect that would be clinically acceptable.6 Showing NI to M1 provides assurance that the test drug
had an effect greater than zero, but, in many cases, that is not su�cient to conclude that the test drug had a
clinically acceptable effect.6 In a �xed margin approach, the NIM could be considered as the risk ratio or risk
difference, re�ective of the average effect of the active control over placebo in previous studies [(pcontrol / pplacebo)> 1
or (pcontrol - pplacebo)> 0], for example:

Relative risk = 2.64, 95% con�dence interval (CI): (1.72 to 3.56). (3)

Risk difference = 0.15, 95% CI: (0.07 to 0.22). (4)
We selected the 95% CI lower bound (1.72 or 0.07) and adjusted to retain at least 50% of the historical effect of
active control versus placebo arm ([1.72^(1–0.5) = 1.31] or [0.07*(1–0.5) = 0.035]). 6 Accordingly, the calculated NIM
describes a ratio or a difference re�ecting the largest loss of effect in control group RR (p0) that would be clinically
acceptable. Therefore, the null and alternative hypothesis of NI analysis can be de�ned as follows and depending on
p0/NIM:

H0: p ≤ (p0 / NIMas ratio) or H0: p ≤ (p0 - NIMas difference); (5)
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H1: p > (p0 / NIMas ratio) or H0: p > (p0 - NIMas difference); (6)

Risk ratio is preferred because it is less affected than risk differences by variability in the event rates in the placebo
group.6

Switching between superiority to NI analysis in a single-arm design
In a superiority analysis design with tumor response as the primary endpoint, switching to NI analysis does not
in�ate the type I error rate when NI analysis and NIM are properly pre-speci�ed.7 Therefore, we can switch to NI
analyses if the superiority criteria cannot be met, because the �nal number of responders is lower than the
prespeci�ed superiority boundary (a). We assumed the same number of patients as in superiority analysis (n); and
ani (number of responding patients in NI analysis) is chosen as the lowest integer satisfying the type I error rate in NI
analysis (αni) ≤ α:

B(ani|n, p0 / NIM) ≥ 1- α. (7)

The power should be calculated:

1 - βni = B(ani –1|n, p0/NIM); where ani ≤ a; 1 - β ≤ 1 - βni. (8)

Accordingly, the study will achieve a positive �nding when “p” is equal or higher than “p0 / NIM” and signi�cance
level evaluated by binomial test in NI analysis is ≤ α. As the NI analysis has the same expected accrual and lower or
equal number of responders needed to declare signi�cance than superiority analysis (ani ≤ a), power always will be
equal or greater in NI than superiority criteria. Thus, this design can assess superiority and NI criteria with the same
sample size, type I and type II error rates used in the superiority strategy (as outlined in the Supplementary
Methods).7

Additionally, in a single-arm two-stage Simon’s design, UMVUE-based calculation of p-value is still valid when the
realized sample size and number of responders to achieve a positive �nding are different at the stopping stage from
that speci�ed in the design (as outlined in the Supplementary Methods).9 Thus, switching between superiority to NI
strategy may be implemented in Phase II Simon’s designs.

A numerical example has been proposed in Results section.

Implementation
A total of 12,768 two-stage, single-arm designs were computed based on different assumptions of p0, p1, α1, 1 - β.

The package “Clinfun” (function “ph2simon”)14 from R software15 was used for computing these designs.

The NIMs selected to formulate the rejection proportion ranged between 1 to 1.45 in 0.05 increments.8 P-values and
type II errors in every design were calculated with stochastic ordering of UMVUE.9 A user-de�ned function in the R
software was used for calculating these P-values and type II errors. Alpha and beta errors were simulated with the
Monte Carlo method. Number of random samples generated were based on the need to attain 95% con�dence, so
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that simulated values of alpha and beta errors were within 0.5% and 1% of the true values, respectively16. Agreement
between calculated and simulated values were analyzed with Bland-Altman plots (as outlined in the Supplementary
Methods) 17,18

Results
The results showed a proportional bias between calculated p-values and simulated alpha levels. Higher levels of type
I error related to greater absolute differences between the calculated p-values and simulated alpha errors. This is not
surprising considering that high statistical error is likely re�ective of small sample size and high imprecision.
Moreover, we observed that the lower boundary of the 95% CI was crossed by more than 2.5% of the differences.
This �nding suggests that calculated p-values tended to be slightly lower than the alpha values (Figure 1).

However, it is important to consider that these two biases are common in designs where superiority was not switched
(NIM = 1) and designs with switching to NI (NIM > 1). Additionally, the percentage of values crossing the 95% CI
boundary is equivalent in both designs (Figure 1). Comparison of type II errors also re�ected that simulated type II
errors tended to be slightly lower than the calculated type II errors. However, superiority design and switching to NI
design strategy displayed equivalent results with about 95% limits of agreement (Figure 2).

In the superiority scenarios (NIM = 1), we observed that the cloud of points was grouped in values of 0.01, 0.05, and
0.1 for the p-value, and 0.1 and 0.2 for the type II error. This is consistent with the pre-speci�ed design constrains.
However, we did not observe this behavior in scenarios where NIM > 1, because the designs’ sample sizes were pre-
speci�ed for superiority analysis. So, type I and II errors that ful�lled design constraints for different values of NIM
showed higher variability. Moreover, there were seven times more scenarios in NIM > 1 analysis than in superiority
analysis (NIM = 1).

The maximum differences between calculated p-values and type I errors were 0.0015, 0.002, and 0.004 for 0.01, 0.05
and 0.1 type I errors, respectively (Figure 1). Therefore, in a study with a 0.01 signi�cance level, the maximum
simulated type I error ranged from 0.0085 to 0.0115. Studies with a 0.05 signi�cance level had maximum simulated
type I errors ranging from 0.048 to 0.052. Finally, studies with 0.1 signi�cance levels had maximum simulated type I
errors that ranged from 0.096 to 0.104 (Figure 1).

Regarding beta errors, the maximum bias in designs with 0.1 and 0.2 type II errors was 0.005, respectively. Therefore,
calculated type II errors ranged from 0.195 to 0.205 and from 0.095 to 0.105 for designs with 80% and 90% of
simulated power, respectively (Figure 2). These results suggest that differences between calculated and simulated
scores are not relevant.

Collectively, our �ndings implied that the minimum and maximum differences for calculated and simulated values
were equivalent in superiority (NIM = 1) and NI (NIM > 1) scenarios (Figure 1 and Figure 2).

Figure 1. Agreement between calculated p-value and simulated alpha errors in Simon’s two-stage clinical designs.

Legend: Absolute differences have been plotted against average of calculated and simulated scores. The type I
errors values considered were 0.1, 0.05 and 0.01, and type II errors values were 0.2 and 0.1. The NIMs selected to
formulate the rejection proportion (p0ni = p0 / NIM) were (1, 1.15, 1.2, 1.25, 1.30, 1.35, 1.4, and 1.45). A maximum of
2.5% deviation de�ned the 95% limits of agreement.

Figure 2. Agreement between calculated and simulated type II error in Simon’s two-stage clinical designs.
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Legend: Absolute differences have been plotted against average of calculated and simulated scores. The type I
values considered were 0.1, 0.05 and 0.01, and type II errors were 0.2 and 0.1. The NIMs selected to formulate the
rejection proportion (p0ni = p0/NIM) were (1, 1.15, 1.2, 1.25, 1.30, 1.35, 1.4 and 1.45). A maximum of 2.5% deviation
de�ned the 95% limits of agreement.

Numerical Example
We supposed a 65% historical RR and 6 months of median duration of response (DoR) with standard of care in a
speci�c cancer population. Promised results were achieved with a novel, targeted therapy in preclinical models. Dose
studies suggest that the new agent will be compatible with standard of care without safety issues. In addition, an
overall RR around 80% was proposed in accordance with activity results in dose �nding studies or investigators
expect. We proposed an optimal two-stage Simon’s design with the usual error constraints accepted for single-arm
phase II trials (α = 0.1 and 1 ‒ β = 0.9). For the design parameters:

(p0, p1, α*, 1 ‒ β*) = (0.65, 0.8, 0.1, 0.9) (9)

the optimal design is given by:

(a1 / n1, a / n) = (21 / 30, 46 / 63) (10)

where a1 and n1 are the number of responders needed to move second stage and number of accrued patients at �rst
stage, respectively. Calculations were implemented in the R “Clinfun” library (function “ph2simon”).14 In addition we
also suppose a 9 months median DoR based on previous dose �nding studies. We consider that achieving a
response rate higher than conventional therapy (RR>65%) or a RR equivalent than conventional therapy (65%) with
an increase in median DoR will justify the investigation of this strategy in further clinical trials. Additionally,
achieving a non-inferior e�cacy with a good safety pro�le could justify the combination of this strategy with
standard-of-care; 19 or selection a subgroup of patients that could avoid the toxic effects of chemotherapy.20

Therefore, the NI question is relevant.

In accordance, we propose to allow e�cacy boundary switching to NI if superiority criteria are not achieved.
Assuming a NIM of 1.1, the study is given as

(a1 / n1, a / n) = (21 / 30, 41 / 63) (11)
under

(p0 / NIM, p1, α and 1 ‒ β) = (0.65 / 1.1, 0.8, 0.1, and 0.9). (12)
Therefore, at the study end, more than forty (RR≥65%) responding patients (lower than 46 -RR≥73%-) out of 63
patients will be required to achieve a positive �nding.

Add more, if statistical signi�cance is reached in RR analysis, we will to assess DoR based on a time-to-event
analysis. 21 Despite multiple analyses, we assessed all approaches with a step-down methodology, where the
statistical signi�cance of the second analysis is dependent on the �rst analysis meeting the requirements for
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signi�cance.22 Therefore, this design conserves the type I error. Although, alternative procedures that control type I
error have been proposed.23,24 Furthermore, since a study can have exploratory purposes, no formal adjustment for
multiple comparisons may be required. Usually, a negative �nding in the activity step alone will not end biomarker
analysis or suspend the investigation of the therapeutic.22,23 Although that decision involves an in�ation of type I
error. 24

On the other hand, if statistical signi�cance is reached in e�cacy analysis, we will to assess and enrich our
biomarker strategy in different ways.25 We can evaluate clinical activity based on subgroups of patients classi�ed
according markers that has proved clinical validity.26 We can explore biomarker activity according to previously
published and applied statistical strategies to detect a signi�cant effect in pharmacodynamic activity.26,27 These
strategies may be based in clinical proved biomarkers or proposing new ones to be validated in a prospective
randomized superiority trial.21

Discussion
The use of biomarker information in clinical trials has great potential for e�ciently identifying patients most helped
by speci�c treatments.26,28 These biomarkers must have proven their clinical validity in prospective randomized trial
with a superiority design in the enriched population.29 However, single-arm phase II trials are the �rst screenings for
e�cacy of new therapeutic agents in humans. These trials are important milestones towards testing and adapting
the biomarker strategies validated in preclinical stages 27. Although the NI question can be relevant in the phase II
setting,5 it is not usually considered on designing single-arm clinical trials in early clinical development.30,31 Previous
forays into precision medicine have shown that correctly identifying the target population and associated predictive
biomarkers may be more critical for treatment success than simple demonstration of superior e�cacy against an
alternative.22,23 Consequently, designing a proof-of-concept phase II study that permits NI analysis, if the superiority
criteria cannot be met, will allow for more informed decisions that consider e�cacy and other parameters, such as
safety, cost, and biomarker strategy. Moreover, the analysis of NI provides additional information to the steering
committee on the magnitude of the observed activity, without increasing target accrual.7

A prior systematic review evaluating the characteristics of phase II trials that best predict for phase III outcome,
selected 270 single-arm phase II between 1981 to 2012. All these selected studies led to a phase III clinical trial. The
meta-analysis showed that 168 single-arm trials were not positive; and 61 (36.3%) achieve a positive phase III result
despite not having obtained a positive result in the proof-of-concept study.22 Additionally, Jardin DL, et al. 2016,
published that 10% of FDA anti-cancer drugs approvals, from 01/01/2009 to 06/30/2014 period, have a negative
result in prior phase II clinical trials. 32 In some of these examples, despite the low response rate, investigators
considered the response as not worse than conventional treatment; and they decided to continue with a Phase III trial
based on other parameters as prolonged duration in clinical bene�t or safety.19,33–35 Therefore, investigators decide
to switch their primary superiority criteria to a non-inferiority objective and weigh their decision with other relevant
parameters. As a result, they achieve a positive Phase III trial, and FDA approves the therapies. 32 This suggest that
the NI question could be relevant in the phase II setting and it is not so rare. However, the NI hypothesis was not
preplanned, and it was only considered to deal with negative �ndings in proof-of-concept trials. This strategy leads
to an increase in the probability of type I error and the number of false positives. 6 In accordance, both systematic
reviews reported and high rate of negative Phase III trials after a negative Phase II superiority trial (between 64% and
85%).22,32 However, if the decision to switch to non-inferiority had been preplanned and included in the statistical
design, investigators would have additional information about magnitude of RR (non-inferior, or superior), clinical
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bene�t duration or other parameters without a type I error in�ation. In addition, the non-inferiority comparison with an
historical control has probed its validity identifying subgroups of patients in adjuvant setting who can avoid the toxic
effects of chemotherapy.20

The most popular design for phase II cancer clinical trials is a single-arm two-stage Simon’s study.11 Numerous
extensions have been proposed for Simon’s design, including randomized multi-arm trials designed to select the
winner among the proposed therapeutics (Pick-the-winner study design).36 However, the inference procedures used in
two-stage designs are often not corrected to account for the adaptive nature of these designs. A maximum likelihood
estimator of the RR, the number of positive responses/total number of patients, is biased. CI and p-value should not
be computed as if the data were obtained in a single stage due to the possibility of early termination.10 Different
methods have been proposed to obtain a proper inference from Simon’s two-stage design.10 The use of the UMVUE
to estimate RR is recommended as it addresses situations when the actual number of patients recruited is equal to
or different from preplanned values.3 The calculation of RR, p-values and CIs has been incorporated in open-access
statistical libraries (packages “clinfun” and “OneArmPhaseTwoStudy”, R statistical software) based on previously
published methods 9,12.

We observed some differences between calculated (p-value) and simulated values (type I error). However, they were
not relevant to the most common design constraints used in phase II single-arm trials (0.01 to 0.1 type I errors and
0.1 to 0.2 type II errors). Using the UMVUE-based calculation method, we proved that the same level of agreement
between calculated and simulated values (type I and II errors) results from both two-stage Simon’s superiority
designs and designs in which switching to NI was allowed. Importantly, our �ndings suggest that the proposed
method for analyzing NI, when superiority cannot be met, does not introduce bias.

The major limitations of this method are based on bringing together the inherent complexities of a study with
historical controls and a NI analysis. However, this limitations are common to comparative designs of NI, because
NIM must be established based on historical controls evidence.6 Additionally, some bias as selection of
inappropriate patients, poor compliance and insu�cient follow-up, that can lead to erroneously conclude that a
treatment is not inferior to placebo in a comparative study, go against a positive achievement when the comparison
is done among a theoretical rate of e�cacy deduced from historical controls. As comparative designs of NI, to
declare a therapy as non-inferior in a single arm trial, we need to demonstrate assay sensitivity based on an
adequate trial design and conduct.13 In accordance, lower sample sizes in phase II single arm trials are not more
challenging for NI analyses than superiority ones if trial is properly preplanned and conducted. Our results suggested
that we can conserve the same levels of alpha and beta errors after switching to NI analysis without increase sample
size.

Switching to NI analysis with the UMVUE-based calculation method may be extended to two-stage designs with both
futility and superiority boundaries (as outlined in the Supplementary Methods).21 We limited our results to two-stage
designs that are most popularly for phase II cancer clinical trials, but the methods discussed in this article could be
extended to phase II trials with any number of stages.9 Likewise, we can design a single-arm time-to-event study with
switching to NI analysis based on the exponential maximum likelihood estimator, one-sample log-rank tests or other
approximations to the Kaplan-Meyer estimations.21,37 If we assume the same number of patients as in superiority
analysis, we would formulate the NI rejection hazard rate (λ0ni) from the hazard rate assumed under H0 in the

superiority analysis (λ0) and the NIM estimated from historical studies6 (λ0NI = λ0 / NIM).
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Conclusions
Switching to NI analysis, when superiority criteria are not achieved, may be useful for weighing additional factors
such as clinical bene�t duration, safety, cost, or biomarker strategy while assessing activity and early e�cacy rate.
The results of previous single-arm designs leading to a successful Phase III trial or identifying subgroups of patients
who can avoid the toxic effects of chemotherapy suggest that NI question is relevant in non-comparative studies.
Implementation of this strategy can be achieved through simple adaptations to Simon’s two-stage design and other
existing designs for one-arm phase II clinical trials.
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Figures
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Figure 1

Agreement between calculated p-value and simulated alpha errors in Simon’s two-stage clinical designs. Absolute
differences have been plotted against average of calculated and simulated scores. The type I errors values
considered were 0.1, 0.05 and 0.01, and type II errors values were 0.2 and 0.1. The NIMs selected to formulate the
rejection proportion (p0ni = p0 / NIM) were (1, 1.15, 1.2, 1.25, 1.30, 1.35, 1.4, and 1.45). A maximum of 2.5%
deviation de�ned the 95% limits of agreement.
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Figure 2

Agreement between calculated and simulated type II error in Simon’s two-stage clinical designs. Absolute differences
have been plotted against average of calculated and simulated scores. The type I values considered were 0.1, 0.05
and 0.01, and type II errors were 0.2 and 0.1. The NIMs selected to formulate the rejection proportion (p0ni = p0/NIM)
were (1, 1.15, 1.2, 1.25, 1.30, 1.35, 1.4 and 1.45). A maximum of 2.5% deviation de�ned the 95% limits of agreement.
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